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DEFINITIONS
Power-based crime
In BC, when there is violence in a relationship— 
whether it’s between intimate partners or other 
family members—it’s called a power-based crime. 
Victims or survivors of power-based crimes do not 
need to report a crime to police to receive help, and 
will receive support through a community-based 
victim support worker who maintains confidentiality, 
provides safety planning, referrals to resources, and 
guidance through the legal process.

Elder Abuse
Senior abuse can take many forms, including physical, 
sexual, emotional, financial, or spiritual. Neglect and 
self-neglect are also forms of abuse. Self-neglect 
happens when a senior lives in a way that puts their 
own health, safety, or well-being at risk.

ELDER ABUSE
Reports of abuse and neglect of people 65 and over in BC have increased 
by 49% in the past five years. Families can be complicated, and so can our 
feelings towards the people we love. Some victims of elder abuse explain that 
they grapple with love or concern for their child against their own personal 
safety—even when they are being abused by a child.

SIGNS A SENIOR MAY BE A VICTIM 
OF ABUSE
• Injuries such as bruises, cuts, or broken bones

• Malnourishment or weight loss

• Poor hygiene, such as unwashed hair or dirty 
clothes

• Symptoms of anxiety, depression, or confusion

• Unexplained financial transactions 

• Withdrawal from family members or friends

• Bed sores or other preventable conditions

• Living in hazardous, unsafe, or unclean living 
conditions

• Signs of insufficient care or unpaid bills despite 
adequate financial resources

EXPLORE THE AND

ABOUT EXPLORE THE AND 
Victims and survivors of trauma share that they often feel like contradictory 
feelings are dismissed by those around them. Explore the And marks our 
commitment to acknowledging the experiences and perspectives of victims 
and survivors of crime, and bringing them to a wider audience. fsgv.ca  |  #ExploreTheAnd

VictimLinkBC: 1-800-563-0808  |  VictimLinkBC@bc211.ca

BC 24/7 Community and Social Services Helpline: 211  |  help@bc211.ca 

Seniors Abuse and Information Line: 604-437-1940

If you or someone you know is in immediate danger, call 911

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/justice/criminal-justice/victims-of-crime/victimlinkbc
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